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ON THE ENDOMORPHISM RING OF A FREE MODULE
Pere Menal
Throughout, let R be an (associative) ring (with 1) . Let F be the
free right R-module, over an infinite set C, with endomorphism ring H .
In this note we first study those rings R such that H is left coh-
erent .By comparison with Lenzing's characterization of those rings R such
that H is right coherent [8, Satz 41, we obtain a large class of rings H
which are right but not left coherent .
Also we are concerned with the rings R such that H is either right
(left) IF-ring or else right (left) self-FP-injective . In particular we pro-
ve that H is right self-FP-injective if and only if R is quasi-Frobenius
(QF) (this is an slight generalization of results of Faith and .Walker [31
which assure that R must be QF whenever H is right self-i .njective) moreover,
this occurs if and only if H is a left IF-ring . On the other hand we shall
see that if ' R is .pseudo-Frobenius (PF), that is R is an . injective cogenera-
tortin Mod-R, then H is left self-FP-injective . Hence any PF-ring, R, that
is not QF is such that H is left but not right self FP-injective .
A left R-module M is said to be FP-injective if every R-homomorphism
N -. M, where N is a - finitély generated submodule of a free module F, may be
extended to F . In other words M is FP-injective if and only if Extl (K,M)=0
for every finitely presented module K . R is said to be 1eft self-FP-injective
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if R is FP-injective as left R-module . In [7, 2 .31 Jain characterizes left
self-FP-injective rings as those rings in which every finitely presented
right R-module is torsionless . By using Morita equivalente, this is to say
that for each a E Rn (where Rn denotes the ring of al] n by n matrices) the
right ideal
	
a Rn	 sa right annihilator, for al] n> 1 .
R is said to be a right IF-ring if every right injective module is
flat . Colby [11 characterizes the right IF-rings as those rings such that
every finitely presented right R-module embeds in a free module, by Morita
equivalente this is to say : for all n> 1 given a E Rn the right ideal aRn
is the right annihilator of a finite subset of Rn . In particular we see that
a right IF-ring is left self-FP-injective .
Recall that R is said to be right coherent if every finitely gener-
ated right ideal is finitely presented, this is equivalent to say that the
right annihilator (in Rn) cf each a E Rn is a finitely generated right ideal,
for al] n> 1 . We also use the fact, discovered by Chase, cf [11, p .431 ;
that R is right coherent if and only if the direct product of any family of
copies of R is flat as left R-module .
If S is a subset of R we denote by r(S) and 1(S) its right and left
annihilator,respectively .
Because F is a free module of infinite rank we see that F -Fn all n> 1.
It follows that H-Hn as right (or left) H-modules . So H is isomorphic (as ring) to
Hn , for all n >1 . Further every finitely generated right(or left) H-module is cyclic .
From the above remarle we see that H is right (left) coherent if and
only if the right (left) annihilator of every element of H is finitely gene-
rated .
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A right R-module is said to be torsionless if it is contai :ed in a
direct product of copies of R . If M is a right R-module, we denote by F1 the
torsionless module associated to M, that is ii=M/N, where N= n Kert
t EHom(M,R)
Proposition 1 . H is left coherent if and only if for each right R-module,
M, generated by a set of cardinality < 1CI and defined by a set of relations
uf cardinality < ICI there exists a monomorphism E: : M -" F such that every
R-homomorphism E(M) - F may be extended to F .
Proof . Suppose H is left coherent . Let M be a right R-module generated by
a set of cardinality < ICI and defined by a set of relations of cardinality
< ICI, then there exists n E H such that F/Im n - M and we may assume
M= F/Im n . Since H is left coherent there exists ~p E H such that Hp = 1(n) .
In particular spn = 0 and so Im n < Ker 9 . Suppose t : F -r R is an R-homomor-
phism with t(Im n) = 0, then tn = 0 and hence t E HP . So Kerw < Ker t, that
is N = Ker 9/Im n _<
	
n Kert and, .the equality holds because M/N =
t EHom(M,R)
= F/Ker sp is torsionless . Thus we have shown that M = F/Ker-p . Set e :Fl F
the natural homomorphism induced by sp . Let t : E(M) - F be an R-homomorphism,
then tg E H and tPn = 0 so tp = w, for some u E H . Cl early u 1 E (F) = t .
Conversely, let n E H and set M = F/Im n . Certainly M is generated
by a set of cardinality < ICI, so let c :M -. F satisfying the hypothesis of
the proposition . Consider al : F -. M and a2 : M -. M the natural projections .
If B = Ea2a1 , we claim that HB = 1(n) . Since Im ü< Ker B we have Bn = 0 . On
the other hand, if t E H and tn = 0 then t induces an R-homomorphism
t : M + F such that ta2aI = t . By hypothesis there exists u E H such that
uE = t . Therefore uB = uEa 2aI = ta2a l = t . This proves the claim and the
result follows . o
For completeness we mention without proof the following resu -lt of
Lenzing .
Theorem 2 . (Lenzing (81) . H is right coherent if and only if every finitely
generated right ideal of R can be defined by a set of relations of cardinali-
ty < ICI .
obtain a large class of rings which are right but not left coherent .
Recall that a ring R is said to be right perfect if the following
equivalent conditions hold :
By comparison of the above theorem and the following result one can
(a) All flat right R-modules are projective
(b) J(R), the Jacobson radical of R, is right T-nilpotent, and R/J(R)
is artinian .
(c) R satisfies the descending chain condition on principal left
ideals .
For proofs that these are equivalent the reader is referred to [6, 5 .71 .
A submodule N of a right R-module M is pure if MMA n Nn = NmA for
each m x n matrix, A, of elements in R .
It is a consequence of Chase's Lemma, cf [2, 20 .20, 20 .211, that R
is right perfect provided that any direct product of any family of copies
of R is a pure submodule of a free right R-module .
Theorem 3 . The endomorphism ring of every free right R-module of infiníte
rank is Zeft coherent if and on1y if R is right perfect and Zeft coherent.
Prdof . Suppose .that R is left coherent and right perfect . Let F be a free
right R-module generated by'an infinite set, say C, and set H= HomR(F,F) .
We have only to prove that HI , the direct product of I-copies of H, is right
H-flat, for every set I . Since R is right perfect and left coherent, F I is
projective, cf [6, 5 . .151, so FI G T
N ®J F, for some
	
R-module T and some
set J . Now, as ri.ght H-modules, we have the following isomorphisms
HI Hom(F,F I ), Hom(F,F I ) ® Hom(F,T) = Hom(F, ®JF) .
Hence we need only .to prove that Hom(F, 9J F) is H-flat, that is the multipli-
cation .map .
h : Hom(F, ®J F) 0H	I -. Hom(F, ®JF)
is injective, for every finitely generated left ideal 1 of H . Since H is
left Bezout we have that I= Hf, for suitable f E H . Suppose now that~pf = 0,
where 9 E Hom(F, ®JF) .
	
Let (fc ) c E C and (eb)b E B be R-basis for F and GJF
respectively . We can write ~p(fC )= E eb rcb, where B c is a finite subset
of B for al] c E C . Since C is infinite, clearly 1 u Bcl < ICI so that we
CEC
can choose an injective map i : u Bc -> C . Define now the rignt R-linear
CEC
t : F - ®JF by
If n : F -. F is the right R-linear map given by n(fc ) = E fi(b) rcb 'bEBC
then it is clear that w = tn . Moreover Ker t n Im n= (0), thus from qf = 0
we deduce that nf = 0 . Then tip ® f = tn ® f = t ® nf = 0 . Therefore h is injec-
tive .
bEBC
0 if C 91 i( cÉC Bc)
Conversely, assume H is left coherent for all free right R-module
F of infinite rank . Let I be any infinite set, by proposition 1 there exists
a monomorphism E : R I , ®J R such that every R-hemomorphism e(R 1 ) i OJ R can
be extended to ®JR . Now we will prove that E(R 1 ) is a pure submodule of ®J R .
For if suppose that A = (ais a p x k matrix over R and (f i , . . .,fp )A =
_ (E(m1), . . .,E(mk)), where f i E OJ R and mj E R 1 . Clearly we may assume there
is an injective map, say j : I -~ J (for this it suffices to choose, from the
beginning, an infinite set I such that 11 > R) . For each i E I denote by
n i (nj (i) )
the natural projection R 1 -> R i	= R (®JR -> Rj
(i
) = R) and let
e i : R =
Rj(i)
-> OJ R be the natural embedding . Set t i = eini then, by hypothesis,
there exists u i E End R (OJR) such that u i F = t i . Thus we have t i (ma ) _
= u i (fí ala + . . . + fp apa ), for 1 < a < k and so ni(ma ) = nj(i)ti(ma ) _
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("j (i ) u ¡ (f1 ))ala +
	
. . . + )u,(fp))apa . If we define g s E R I , the element
whose i th component is nj(i )u i (f S ), s= 1, . . .,p, then
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(E(9l), . . ., E(g p»A = (E(ml )" ." e(mk)) .
Hence
e(R1)
is pure in GR . It follows from Chase's Lemma that R is right
perfect . Since a pure submodule of a flat module is flat, we see that R I is
flat, for any set I, and so R is left coherent . O
Example . Let F = o~Z be a free Z-module (Z denotes the ring of rational inte-
gers) . By Lenzing's Theorem, the ring End Z (F) is right coherent .
If (II < xo then every torsionless Z-module, M, generated by 1I1-
elements is contained (as a submodule) in n Z and so M is free by Specker's
i=1
Theorem [51 . It follows from proposition 1 that EndZ (F) is ,left coherent .
If 111 >
xl
it follows from the fact that i1 Z is not Z-free and
proposition 1 that EndZ(F) is not left coherent .
injective or right IF-ring . First we need a lemma .
Now we shall characterize those rings R .such that H is left. self-FP-
Lemma 4 . If n E H theri nH is the right annihilator of a subset S of H if and
onZy if n KerW = Im n .
,PES
Proof . Suppose nH = r(S), then Sn = 0 and so Im n < n Ker so . On the other
,pES
hand, let x E f+ Ker w and take any element f(=- F belonging to an R-basis
IPES
of F . If fR ® G = F, define t E H by t(f) = x and t(G) = 0 . Then Im t _< n
,PE S
Ker tip and hence St = 0 . By hypothesis t E nH and thus x = t(f) E Im n .
Conversely, if n Ker9 = Im n, then Sn = 0 and so nH _< r(S) . Let
~o ES
t E H such that St = 0 . Then we have Im t < Im n . Set (fi)i(=- C a basis of F
over R, then there exist elements (s i ) ¡ E C of R such that t(f
i ) = n(s i ) . . If
we define u E H by u(f i ) = s i we obtain t = nu as required . - O
Theorem 5 . (i) H is . left ;:elf-FP-injective if and onZy if every right R-modú--
le defined by a set of relations of cardinality < ICI is torsionless .
(ii) H is a right IF-ring if and only if every right R-module defined
by a set of relations of cardinality < ¡Cl is contained in a free module .
Proof . (i) Suppose H is left self-FP-injective and assume that M is a right
R-module such that 0 -> U -> L -. M -> 0, where L is free and U is generated by
a set of cardinality
	
< ¡Ci . It is then clear that M - (F/W) G L', where W
is a homomorphic image of F and L' is free . In order to prove that M is tor-
sionless it suffices to prove that F/W so is . Let n E H such that Im n = W .
Since H is left self-FP-injective we know that nH is the right annihilator
of a subset S of H . It follows from lemma 4 that Imn= n Ker~p and so
BES
F/Im n<-+ n F/Ker~o c> 11 F . Thus F/W is torsionless .
qES WES
Conversely, suppose that every right R-module defined by a set of
relations of cardinality <¡Ci is torsionless . We need only to prove that
nH is a right annihilator for each n E H . Since F/Im n is defined by a set
of relations of cardinality < ¡Cl we see that it is torsionless . Hence there is
a homomorphism t : F -> n F with Im n as kernel . If r . : n F -> F denotes
jE,i 1 jES
the natural projection we see that Im n = Ker t = n Ker r i t . Now the re-
r= S
sult follows from lemma 4 . 0
The proof of (ii) is similar .0
Faith-Walker [3) and Sandomierski [101have shown that H is right
self-injective if and only if R is QF . In our next result we prove that
R is QF by assuming only that H is right self-FP-injective, this allows
to us to characterize the rings R such that H is right self-FP-injective
and then we obtain examples of rings H that are left but not right self-
FP-injective .
Theorem 6 . The follorring statements are equivalent
(i ) H is a left I F-ring
(ii) H is right self- FP-injective
(iii) R is QF
(iv) H is right self-tinjective
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Proof . Trivially (i) - (ii) .
(ii) - (iii) Suppose H is right self-FP-injective . First we prove
that for each right ideal I of R there exists a finite subset J < I such
thatl(I) = 1(J) . Suppose this is not the case and choose x0
E I, then
1(x0 ) ¢ 1(I) so there exists y E 1(x0 ) with yI ¢ 0 . If x1 E I and yx1
¢ 0
we have 1(xl ,x0 ) < 1(x0 ), by this procedure we can construct an infinite des-
cending chain 1(S 0 ) > 1(S1) > . . ., where S0 < S1 < . . . and each S n is a
finitely generated right ideal of R . Set T = v S i , then T is a countably
i>0
generated right ideal of R. Now we claim that every R-homomorphism t : L - F,
where L is a countably generated right ideal of R may be extended to R . Let
us
	
fix i 0 E C and consider a0 : R i F defined by a0 (r) = (r i ) with ri	= r
0
and r i = 0 if i ~ i 0 . Set L' = a0 (L) so that L' is countably generated and
hence there is an R-homomorphism B : F ; F such that Im B = L' . Define
d : F ; F by d = tn00, where u 0 : F } R is the natural projection on the i 0
th component . By hypothesiys H is right self-FP-injective so HB = 1(S) where
S is contained in H . Since BS = 0 we have that 6S = 0 thus d E HB . Let
h0 E H such that d = h0B . Now we prove that h : R + F defined by h = h0a 0
is an extension of t . If x E L then x = u0 (B (y)), y E F
. Thus h(x) = h0(B(y)) =
= d(y) = tn0 (B(y)) = t(x) as claimed . Now choose a sequence x n E R such that
xn E 1(Sn ) \ 1(Sn+ 1) . Define tP : T i 0 R < F by r -> (x n r), cl early sP isi=1
well-defined and, by the above p is left multiplication by some element of F,
so there exists m > 1 with x n r = 0 for all r E: T and n > m . But this contra-
dicts the choice of the x n 's .
In order to prove that R is QF it suffices
injective as right R-module, cf [2, 24 .18, 24 .201 .
suppose n : I ; F is an R-homomorphism . Since J is
left multiplication by some t E F . Let x E I, then
ted so that n/J + xR is left multiplication by some t' E F. Clearly t - t' E
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to prove that F is self-
With the above notation
finitely generated n/J is
J + xR is finitely genera-
~ F (J, - r F i,t~ Hence
	
This shows that , is left multiplica-
tion by t .
(iii) - (iv) Is due to Sandomierski [101and (iv) - (iii) to Faith
and Walker [31 . Since trivially (iv) - (ii), the result will follow if we
prove that H is right coherent whenever R is QF . Obviously R is right coh
erent so H is right coherent by theorem 2 .
Corollary 7 . Let R be a ring such that every right R-module is torsionless
but R is not QF . Then the endomorphism ring of any free right R-module o í
infinite rank is left-FP-injective but not right self-FP-injective .
Proof . It follows from theorem 5(i) and theorem 6 . O
Notice that the rings of corollary 7 occur in nature . For example
if R is an injective cogenerator in mod-R (that is R is PF) it is clear that
every right R-module is torsionless but there are examples due to Osofsky,
cf [2, pp . 213-216], of PF rings not QF .
I suspect there are rings R with the property that for some infinite
cardinal c the endomorphism ring of a free right R-module over a set of c-ele-
ments is left but not right IF-ring . In view of theorem 5(ii) and theorem 6
this is true if the following question has negative answer .
Question 1 . Let R be a ring and let c be an infinite cardinal . If every right
R-module defined by a set of relations of rardinality < c is contained in
a free module . Is R QF?
Theorem 5(ii) says that if the endomorphism ring of every free right
R-module is a right IF-ring then every right R-module is contained in a free
module . By a well-known theorem of Faith and Walker [2, 24 .12] this happens
if and only if R is QF . It seems to be unknown if R is QF by assuming only
that R is a right FGF-ring (any finitely generated right R-module em-
beds in a free R-module), (the reader is referred to [41 for a discussion
on this problem) . We cohjecture that R is not QF even in the case that
every countably generated right R-module embeds in a free module . If this
is true then Question 1 would have a negative answer .
We shall see as the proof of Osofsky's theorem 19, Theorem 11 may be slight1y
modified in order to prove that if R is a right FGF-ring (in fact, we
need only that every cyclic right R-module embeds in a free module) such
that E(R), the injective hull of R, (as right R-module) embeds in a free
module, then R is
	
QF . In particular, this says
there is a cardinal c such that if every right
of relations of cardinality <c is contained in a
of simple
C(M) the
Theorem 8 . Let R be
and injective right R-module
Proof : By the theorem of Morita we need
cyclic, say P=eR for some idempotent
re exists an injective map
Using Tarski's Theorem 5-2
of 5-t with I I'I )15-11 and for al] X, Y EC I X! = I YI ) I Xny1
For each A<SZ set S(A)= EU where the summation is taken over
al] simple submodules U of P such that UE4: (M) for some MEA . Notíce
that PS(A)=5-(A) . Let E(A) be an injective hull of S(A) contained .i n P .
CLAIM I . E(A)=fR where f E eRe is an idempotent .
Since E(A) is a direct summand of R it is generated by an idem
potent 9E=- R, that is E(A)=gR<eR so g=eg . On the other hand geS(A)=5-(A)
so geR <
e
gR . But ge is idempotent, hence geR=gR and f=ege is the des¡-
red idempotent .
CLAIM II . If E(A)=fR with f EeRe an idempotent
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that for a given ring R
R-module defined by a set
free module, then R is QF .
For any ring R denote by SZ(R) the set of isomorphism classes
right R-modules, and if M is a right R-module we denote by
set of isomorphism classes of simple submodules qf M .
a ring which posseses a finiteZy generated projective
P with 5-E (R) j< J C(P) I then in (R) 1 <°° .
only consider the case where P is
e in R . Since 1q R)!< ¡C(P)1 the
F :gR) -C(P) . Assume P.= 0.(R) is infinite .
can be decomposed into a class r of subsets
if X¢Y .
then f is centra? in
oRe. For each á R, a denotes a+J where J is the Jacobson radical of R.
If xCeRe then (e-f)xfS(A) <(e-f)s(A)=0 . Furthermore
(e-f)xf(e-f)=0 . Inasmuch
	
S(A) < efR we have S(A) ®(e-f)R < e fR ®(e-f)R=eR.
Hence r
eR
((e-f)xf) < e eR, that is (e-f)xf<J(eRe)<J(R) and so
(e-f)Rf = 0 . Since R is semiprime also f(e-f) = -U . From these it fol-
lows that f is central in eRe .
CLAIM III . If E(A)=fR and gR is an injective hull of S(A) contained in
eR with f,g idempotents in eRe then f=g .
Clearly (g-gfg)S(A)=0 and, Since S(A) <e gR and gR is'injec-
tive, it follows that g=gfg . According to CLAIM II f and g commute so
that g=gf. By symmetry T=V-9 and thus f=g.
If E(A)=fR where f is an idempotent of eRe we set eA=f .
According to CLAIM I,II,III, eA	depends on A only .
We shall prove the following
(i) eAR <e
B
R	ifand only if A CB
(ii) eAeB=eAriB for all A,B C 2
eAR +eBR CeA UB R
(i) If A CB then S(A) c S(B) . Choose an ínjective hull E(A)
such that E(A)CE(B) <eR . Then eAR <e, R .
Conversely, if eAk <eB R then eA R is a direct summand of
e B R and thus there exist u :eB R - .eAR and c:eA k ~eB W with rrE=1 .
Since E(B) is projective we obtain a commutative diagram
E(A) 1f E(B)
0,eAR .
c eBR
n
where ,rA , , r B denote the natural projections . Then f(E(B)) +E(A)J=E(A)
and by Nakayama's Lemma f(E(d))=E(A) . If
	
W-A choose U--F(M) Since
E(A)< E (B) there exists VEF(N) with NE B and V ~ U . Therefore F(11)=r(N
and since F is 1-1 M=NEB . Thus ACB and (i) folicws .
(ii) If A,BC n then it is clear that S(AC6)=S(A)rlG(B)<-e
E(A)(-£(B) . Then E(A)CE(B)<E(A(S) and so fRRlR<hR with f,g,h idempotents
of eRe such that f=eA , g=e B and h=eAeB . Let OYxceAeB
R. Since R is
semiprime xR eA# 0 . Hence xReA	 sa nonzero right ideal of the regular
ring eAReA so that it contains a nonzero idempotent say UEExIFeA . Inasmuch
eAReA	is right self-injective v¡e can choose uEfRf to be an idempotent .
But then uR is a direct summand of fR and hence injective . On the other
hand' S(A) <efR implies uR >U where UC-F(M) for some M EA . Thus uR
contains an injective hull, U, of U and so ú f contains the simple modu-
le U+J/J =U/UJ where U E=- F(M) for some M-EA . According to CLAIM II,
eAe B=eBeA	so, by symmetry, U/UJ~ V/VJ where ,VEF(N) for some NEB . But
then -Un and so U--V, which implies F(M)=F(N) and, since F is"injective;
M=N . Hence U<hR . Choose an injective hull, H, of S(AnB) such that -
U<H<eR . Then, according to CLAIM III, H+J/J=eAcé and thus
U+J/J<<eAr ,BR .
Therefore we have shown that Soc(eAeBR) is essential and contained in
eArIBR. We conclude that eAeBR =eA.-.BR,	b this implies eAeB (URé)=eAr(éle) .
Inasmuch eAeB	a d eArB are central in
! we see that eAe B=eAr,B .
(iii) It follows from (i)
Let I=leAR, where the summation is taken over all subsets A
of 0 such that JAI<1XI for X(T . Now for each XQ' set I X =I+(e-e x)R.
Since X is infinite i .t is not contained in a finite union sets of cardir -
ality <1XI . By (iii) and (i), eX qI and so it is clear that e,# I X . On
15 2
the other hand, if YEr and YYX then jXnYj<jXj and so exey =e YEI . Thus
e Y=(1-eX )ey + eXe yEI X . For each XE r fix a maximal submodule of uR, J X , con
taining I X	sothat we produce a family MX =LR/JX , XE r of simple right
R-modules . By the above
	
MXey -0 and Myey¢ 0 for all X, YGF, X¢Y . So
SZ(R) j>1S2(R) 1 noting that S2(R)= S2(R) we get a contradiction . The theo
rem is proved . ,
Corollary 9 . Let R be a ring such that every cyclic right module is con-
tained in a free right R-module and the injective hull of R is, tirojective.
Then R tis QF .
Proof : By hypothesis R contains a copy of each simple right R-module .
Hence E, the injective hull of R , is an injective cogenerator ; moreover
E is projective so it is finitely generated . By theorem 8 12(R)j<- . It
follows from the proof of [2, Proposition 24-9j that R is right self-in
jective . By the proof of Theorem 3 .5 A of [4] we conclude that R is QF .0
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